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Cooperative download in vehicular environments
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Abstract—We consider a complex (i.e., non-linear) road sce-
nario where users aboard vehicles equipped with communication
interfaces are interested in downloading large files from road-side
Access Points (APs). We investigate the possibility of exploiting
opportunistic encounters among mobile nodes so to augment the
transfer rate experienced by vehicular downloaders. To that end,
we devise solutions for the selection of carriers and data chunks at
the APs, and evaluate them in real-world road topologies, under
different AP deployment strategies. Through extensive simula-
tions, we show that carry&forward transfers can significantly
increase the download rate of vehicular users in urban/suburban
environments, and that such a result holds throughout diverse
mobility scenarios, AP placements and network loads.
Index Terms—Vehicular networks, cooperative downloading,

delay tolerant networking, carry&forward transmission

I. INTRODUCTION

Vehicles traveling within cities and along highways are re-
garded as most probable candidates for a complete integra-
tion into mobile networks of the next generation. Vehicle-to-
infrastructure and vehicle-to-vehicle communication could indeed
foster a number of new applications of notable interest and critical
importance, ranging from danger warning to traffic congestion
avoidance. It is however easy to foresee that the availability of on-
board communication capabilities will also determine a significant
increase in the number of mobile users regularly employing
business and infotainment applications during their displacements.
As a matter of fact, equipping vehicles with WiMAX/LTE and/or
WiFi capabilities would represent a clear invitation for passengers
on cars or buses to behave exactly as home-based network users.
The phenomenon would thus affect not only lightweight services
such as web browsing or e-mailing, but also resource-intensive
ones such as streaming or file sharing.

In this paper, we focus on one of the latter tasks, namely the
download of large-sized files from the Internet. More precisely,
we consider a urban scenario, where users aboard cars can exploit
roadside Access Points (APs) to access the servers that host
the desired contents. We consider that the coverage provided
by the roadside APs is intermittent: this is often the case,
since, in presence of large urban, suburban and rural areas, a
pervasive deployment of APs dedicated to vehicular access is
often impractical, for economic and technical reasons. We also
assume that not all on-board users download large files all the
time: indeed, one can expect a behavior similar to that observed
in wired networks, where the portion of queries for large contents
is small [1]. As a result, only a minor percentage of APs is
simultaneously involved in direct data transfers to downloader
cars in their respective coverage area, and the majority of APs is
instead idle.
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Fig. 1. Vehicle a downloads part of some content from AP A. The idle
AP B delegates another portion of the same content to a vehicle b. When b
encounters a, vehicle-to-vehicle communication is employed to transfer to a
the data carried by b

Within such a context, we study how opportunistic vehicle-to-
vehicle communication can complement the infrastructure-based
connectivity, so to speed up the download process. We exploit
the APs inactivity periods to transmit, to cars within range of
idle APs, pieces of the data being currently downloaded by other
vehicles. Cars that obtain information chunks this way can then
transport the data in a carry&forward fashion [2], and deliver it to
the destination vehicle, exploiting opportunistic contacts with it,
as in Fig. 1. We remark that the concept of cooperative download
in vehicular networks has been already proposed for highway
environments: however, unlike what happens over unidimensional
highways, urban/suburban road topologies present multiple route
choices that make it hard to predict if vehicles will meet;
moreover, the presence of traffic lights, stop and yield signs
renders cars contact timings very variable. These key aspects
make highway-tailored solutions impracticable in complex non-
linear road scenarios, for which we are, to the best of our
knowledge, the first to identify challenges and propose solutions.

After a discussion of the literature, in Sec. II, we outline the
major challenges of vehicular cooperative download in urban
environments and devise original solutions to them, in Sec. III.
In Sec. IV we present the scenarios considered for our perfor-
mance evaluation, whose results are then discussed in Sec. V.
Conclusions are drawn in Sec. VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The cooperative download of contents from users aboard ve-
hicles has been first studied in [3], that introduced SPAWN,
a protocol for the retrieval and sharing of contents vehicular
environments. SPAWN is designed for unidirectional traffic over
a highway, and is built on the assumption that all on-road vehicles
are active downloaders of a same content. Instead, we target urban
environments where users may be interested in different contents.
Similar considerations hold for the works in [4] and [5].

In [6], the highway scenario is replaced by a circular bus route
within a campus, which however implies again easily predictable
vehicular contacts: indeed, the focus of the work is on the
prefetching and multi-hop transfer of data at each individual AP,
while carry&forward communications are not taken into con-
sideration. Conversely, [7] and [8] examine urban environments.
In [7], the authors study the upload of small-sized contents from
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vehicles to roadside gateways, rather than the large downloads
we target. The work in [8] considers instead data transfers to
vehicular users in grid-like road topologies, but the focus is on
the problem of optimizing direct communications between cars
and infrastructure, without taking into account cooperation among
mobile users. Recently, the performance bounds of vehicular
cooperative download in urban scenarios have been studied in [9]:
there, however, the authors assume perfect knowledge of the car
traffic and outline a centralized optimal solution, rather than the
distributed practical techniques we envisage in this work.

As far as opportunistic data exchanges are concerned, the
potential of such a networking paradigm in vehicular environ-
ments was first shown in [10], further explored in [11], [12], and
exploited in [13], [14] among the others. However, most of these
works focus on routing delay-tolerant information in vehicular
networks, while none copes with the problem of cooperative
download. Also, techniques for Medium Access Control [15] and
network coding [16] that have been proposed for cooperative
vehicular download are orthogonal to the problems we address,
and could complement the solutions outlined in this paper.

Finally, since we study the impact of the infrastructure de-
ployment on the cooperative download, our work also relates
to the topic of AP placement in vehicular networks. In [17],
the authors studied the impact of random AP deployments on
data routing in urban road topologies: we will prove that such
an approach is inefficient when targeting cooperative download.
More complex solutions for the deployment of APs over road
topologies have been proposed in [18], to favor delay-tolerant
data exchange among vehicles, and in [19], for information
dissemination purposes. However, the diverse goals in these works
lead to in different approaches and results with respect to ours.
More recently, the problem of AP placement to provide Internet
access to vehicles has been addressed in [20], [21] and [22].
In all these works, however, the aim is to maximize vehicle-to-
infrastructure coverage or contacts, and no cooperation among
cars is considered.

III. COOPERATIVE DOWNLOAD

Let us first point out which are the major challenges in the
realization of a vehicular cooperative download system within
complex urban road environments. With reference to the transfer
model proposed in Sec. I, we identify two main problems:

• the selection of the carrier(s): contacts between cars in
urban/suburban environments are not easily predictable. Idle
APs cannot randomly or inaccurately select vehicles to carry
data chunks, or the latter risks to be never delivered to
their destinations. Choosing the right carrier(s) for the right
downloader vehicle is a key issue in the scenarios we target;

• the scheduling of the data chunks: determining which parts
of the content should be assigned to one or multiple carriers,
and choosing in particular the level of redundancy in this
assignment, plays a major role in reducing the probability
that destination vehicles never receive portions of their files.

In the following, we first discuss the selection of carriers at
the APs, proposing to leverage historical information on large-
scale traffic flows to drive data transfer decisions. Then, we
outline several solutions to the chunk scheduling problem, that
are characterized by different levels of redundancy.

A. Carriers selection

The first problem we address is that of the selection of data
chunk carriers at APs that are idle, i.e., that are currently not
transferring data directly to vehicular downloaders. As previously
discussed, these APs can opt to employ their spare airtime to
delegate, to mobile users within range, portions of files being
downloaded. Taking such a decision means to answer to two
questions: (i) which, among the vehicles in range of an idle
AP, should be picked as carriers, if any? and (ii) which of the
downloaders should these carriers transport data for?

The key to the answers is to know in advance whether (and
possibly when) one or more cars currently within coverage of an
AP will meet a specific downloader vehicle, so to perform the
selection that maximizes the download rate. Also, by choosing
carriers depending on their future contacts, the destination of the
data becomes constrained to the elected carriers, and the second
question above is inherently solved along with the first one.
However, assuming that the roadside infrastructure has perfect
knowledge of the future route of each user is unrealistic, other
than raising privacy issues. At the same time, the movement of
individual vehicles over urban road topologies cannot be easily
predicted as in unidimensional highways. We then adopt a prob-
abilistic approach, by leveraging the fact that large-scale urban
vehicular flows tend to follow common movement patterns [23],
[24], [25]. More precisely, the solution we propose leverages
contacts maps, that are built by exploiting historical data on
contacts between car flows, and then used to estimate the meeting
probability between downloaders and candidate data carriers.

Contacts map
We denote as pk

Aa the k-th production phase of vehicle a

with respect to AP A, i.e., the k-th of the disjoint time intervals
during which vehicle a can steadily download data from A [26].
From a specific AP perspective, we tag production phases as
local if they involve that particular AP: as an example, ph

Bb is
a local production phase for AP B, ∀ b, h. On the other hand,
we label as fm

ab the m-th forward phase of vehicle b with respect
to vehicle a, i.e., the m-th of the disjoint time intervals during
which vehicle b can steadily forward data to vehicle a. Note that
production and forward phases do not necessarily correspond to
actual data transfers, but just to contacts which could be exploited
for data transfers. We also use t(·) to indicate the time at which a
production or forward phase starts, and ∆t(·) to tag its duration.
For production phases only, α(·) denotes the general direction
of movement1 of the vehicle at the beginning of the production
phase, and v(·) its speed at that same time. The notation is
summarized in Fig. 2.

Structure. A contacts map is a data structure that provides an AP
with information on the probability of contact between a vehicle
involved in a local production phase and another vehicle. With
reference to the example in Fig. 2, the contacts map at AP B

allows B to know the probability of contact between the local
vehicle b and the generic vehicle a. In particular, AP B knows
that b started a local production phase ph

Bb at time t(ph
Bb), while

moving with direction α(ph
Bb) and speed v(ph

Bb); also, let us

1The general direction is obtained as the angle of movement between
the location where the vehicle started its trip, and its current location. This
represents a more reliable information than the instantaneous direction, and
it is not harder to obtain from a GPS receiver than the latter.
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Fig. 2. Notation for contacts map structure and construction

assume B has been informed that a started a production phase pk
Aa

with AP A at time t(pk
Aa), while moving with direction α(pk

Aa)
and speed v(pk

Aa). Then, the contacts map at B allows to associate
the couple of production phases

“

ph
Bb, p

k
Aa

”

to historical data on
the encounters between vehicles that have previously generated
production phases at the two APs B and A with timings and
mobility similar to those of b and a. We stress that such historical
data refers to any two vehicles with movement patterns akin to
those of b and a, and not to b and a only: thus, the data concerns
vehicular flows rather than individual couples of cars.

More formally, a contacts map is a set of one-to-one associ-
ations between keys, that encode the significant characteristics
of two production phases, and values, that store the contacts
properties for all couples of production phases that share such
characteristics. The key for two generic production phases ph

Bb

and pk
Aa is a vector k(ph

Bb, p
k
Aa) of the form

"

A, ⌊
t(ph

Bb) − t(pk
Aa)

δt
⌋, ⌊

α(ph
Bb)

δα
⌋, ⌊

α(pk
Aa)

δα
⌋, ⌊

v(ph
Bb) − v(pk

Aa)

δv
⌋

#

,

where δα, δt and δv are the units (in degrees, seconds, and
meters/second, respectively) used to discretize angles, times and
speeds. A couple of production phases is thus characterized by
the identity of the AP involved in the second production phase,
the time elapsed between the start of the two production phases,
the direction of the two vehicles at the beginning of the respective
production phases, and the difference between their speeds at that
same time. We remark that the identity of the other AP is not
necessary: as detailed next, the first production phase is always a
local one. A value is instead a vector of four fields:

1) nopps, the number of contact opportunities, i.e., the number
of times that the AP observed a couple of production phases
with characteristics as from the associated key;

2) ncons, the number of actual contacts, i.e., the number of
times that vehicles from the aforementioned couples of
production phases actually generated a forward phase;

3) tdel, the average time elapsed between the start of the last
production phase and the start of the forward phase, if any
of the latter has ever occurred;

4) tdur, the average duration of the forward phase, if any has
ever occurred.

It is to be noticed that each AP builds its own contacts map,
in which it stores only values associated to keys where the
first production phase, as already said, is a local one. As an
example, an AP B will only store values for keys of the type
k(ph

Bb, p
k
Aa), ∀h, b, k, A, a. The rationale is that local production

phases represent the vehicle-to-infrastructure contacts that an AP
can exploit for carriers selection, and are thus the only an AP is
interested to record data for.

Construction. The steps for the construction of the contacts map
at an AP are best described by means of an example, so we
consider once more the situation depicted in Fig. 2. When the
production phase pk

Aa starts, the AP A logs the time t(pk
Aa), the

relative vehicle identifier a, its general direction α(pk
Aa), and its

current speed v(pk
Aa). This information is shared, via the wired

backbone, with other APs in the same area, and updated, when
the production phase ends, with the information on the duration
∆t(pk

Aa). This way, when the production phase pk
Aa terminates,

AP B has memory of the event, including all related details.
Similarly, at the beginning of ph

Bb, B records and shares with
other APs identical information on the production phase, which
is then updated at the end of ph

Bb.
Regarding the exchange of data among the APs, we emphasize

that a generic AP does not need to be informed about the
vehicle-to-infrastructure contacts occurring at all other APs in
the network. Indeed, if two APs are too far apart, they can
avoid sharing production phase data, as the excessive distance
makes contacts too hard to predict and leads to unbounded
carry&forward transfer delays. Thus, in order to limit the traffic
on the wired backbone and guarantee system scalability, the
reciprocal exchange of information about production phases can
be constrained to APs within limited geographical distance2.

Proceeding in our example, at the end of ph
Bb, AP B, as every

other AP does at the end of its own local production phases,
checks whether ph

Bb can be considered as an opportunity for
cooperative download with respect to other production phases it
is aware of, i.e., if another production phase is compatible with
ph

Bb. We will discuss production phases compatibility later in this
section; for the moment, let us assume that pk

Aa is compatible
with ph

Bb. Then, B looks in its local contacts map for the value
associated to key k(ph

Bb, p
k
Aa). If an entry is not found, it is

created; in both cases, the nopps field in the entry is incremented.
Let us now assume that, later on, vehicle b meets vehicle a,

generating the forward phases fm
ab and fm

ba . We focus on the
first one, as it is that of interest in our example. Both vehicles
record the forward phase start time t(fm

ab), as well as the other
vehicle identifier. Upon loss of contact, a and b also log the
forward phase duration ∆t(fm

ab). These same cars upload these
information, together with similar data on all other forward phases
they have experienced, to the next AP they encounter, which will
again share them with the APs in the area.

When AP B is notified of the forward phase fm
ab , it tries to

understand if fm
ab can be related to any of the opportunities it

has previously recorded. Thus, B scans its database for local
production phases compatible with fm

ab ; once more, we will
discuss the compatibility between production and forward phases
next. Assuming that ph

Bb satisfies the compatibility constraint, B

then looks for production phases of vehicle a, with any AP, that
are compatible with ph

Bb. B finds again pk
Aa, and thus finally

relates fm
ab to the couple of production phases (ph

Bb, p
k
Aa). At this

point, B retrieves the value associated to the key k(ph
Bb, p

k
Aa), and

updates the ncons, tdel and tdur fields. The first is incremented
by one, to record that the opportunity previously stored actually
generated a forward phase. The second and the third elements are

2A thorough study of the management of control messages over the
backbone of the infrastructured network is out of the scope of this paper. In our
tests we imposed a maximum distance of 10 km among data-sharing APs, so
to bound the delay between production and forward phases at approximately
15 minutes, given an average vehicular speed of 20 km/h in urban areas.
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Fig. 3. Example of phases compatibility.

updated using samples t(fm
ab)− t(ph

Bb) and ∆t(fm
ab), respectively.

The way these last updates are performed depends on the desired
level of detail on the vehicle-to-vehicle contact: in our case, we
opted for keeping track of the mean of the samples.

Phases compatibility. Phases compatibility rules determine when
two production phases generate an opportunity for cooperative
download, as well as when a forward phase can represent a contact
for a local production phase. These rules formally relate phases in
a way that avoids inconsistencies in the resulting contacts maps,
an event otherwise common, especially when considering that
phases often overlap in time and/or refer to a same AP (i.e., it
can be that A and B in all previous discussions are indeed the
same AP). We first introduce the set of rules for the compatibility
of a local production phase with respect to a forward phase. A
local production phase ph

Bb is said to be compatible with a forward
phase fm

ab if the following conditions are verified:
1) the forward phase has ended after the end of the local

production phase, or

t(fm
ab) + ∆t(fm

ab) > t(ph
Bb) + ∆t(ph

Bb),

as b must receive the data from B before it can forward them
to a. Note that the position of the subscripts already implies
that, for the phases to be compatible, the same vehicle b must
realize the production phase with B and be the potential
carrier in the forward phase;

2) the forward phase is the first involving a and b and satisfying
rule 1) above to have terminated after the end of the local
production phase, or

!n | t(fn
ab) + ∆t(fn

ab) > t(ph
Bb) + ∆t(ph

Bb),

t(fn
ab) < t(fm

ab),

which guarantees that at most one forward phase is associ-
ated to each production phase;

3) the local production phase at B is the last, involving b and
satisfying rule 1) above, that started before the forward phase
end, or

!n | t(fm
ab) + ∆t(fm

ab) > t(pn
Bb) + ∆t(pn

Bb),

t(pn
Bb) > t(ph

Bb),

which guarantees that at most one production phase is
associated to each forward phase.

Then, we introduce the rules that define the compatibility
between two production phases. A production phase pk

Aa is said to
be compatible with a local production phase ph

Bb if the following
conditions are verified:

4) the first production phase has ended before the end of the
local production phase, or

t(ph
Bb) + ∆t(ph

Bb) > t(pk
Aa) + ∆t(pk

Aa),

which accounts for the fact that an AP can only destine
carry&forward data to production phases it is aware of;

5) the first production phase has ended at most a time T before
the end of the local production phase, or

t(ph
Bb) + ∆t(ph

Bb)− t(pk
Aa)−∆t(pk

Aa) ≤ T,

that avoids considering obsolete production phases;
6) the first production phase is the last, involving a and A as

well as satisfying rules 1) and 2) above, to have ended before
the end of the local production phase

!n | 0 < t(ph
Bb) + ∆t(ph

Bb)− t(pn
Aa)−∆t(pn

Aa) ≤ T,

t(pn
Aa) > t(pk

Aa),

which guarantees that at most one production phase in-
volving same vehicle/AP couple is associated to each local
production phase.

Fig. 3 provides some examples of phases compatibility as from
the rules listed above. There, the first timeline depicts the time
intervals during which a vehicle a experiences production phases
with APs A, C and D, while the second timeline reports the
sequence of production phases of car b with APs B and E. Finally,
the last timeline shows when forward phases of b to a occur.

Arrows from the second to the first timeline indicate which
production phases of a are compatible with those of b. As an
example, p1

Aa is not compatible with p1
Bb because it occurred too

early in time (i.e., it ended more than a time T before the end
of p1

Bb, see rule 5 above), while p2
Aa is not compatible with p1

Bb

because it is not yet concluded when p1
Bb ends (rule 4). Similarly,

p1
Ca is not compatible with p1

Bb since a more recent production
phase between a and C, i.e., p2

Ca, is compatible with p1
Bb (rule 6).

Conversely, p2
Ca and p1

Da satisfy all the compatibility conditions,
and are thus compatible with p1

Bb.
Forward phase compatibilities are shown as arrows from the

third to the second timeline. We can notice that f2
ab is compatible

with p2
Eb but not with p1

Eb, since p1
Eb is not the last production

phase involving b and E to have ended before the end of f2
ab

(rule 3 above), while p2
Eb is. Moreover, f2

ab is not compatible
with p1

Bb, because another forward phase of b to a, i.e., f1
ab,

already concluded after the end of p1
Bb (rule 2).

Carriers selection algorithms
Contacts maps can be exploited by APs to select local cars as

data carriers in the cooperative download process, by retrieving
their contact probability estimates with respect to downloader
vehicles. Firstly, it is necessary that APs know which cars in their
surroundings are interested in some content. Thus, every time a
downloader vehicle starts a production phase, the fact that it is
requesting data, as well as the nature of the desired content, is
attached to the usual information on the production phase that
the local AP shares with other APs. This way, each AP can track
downloaders through their production phases history.

Thanks to such knowledge, an AP that has active local pro-
duction phases can compute the delivery potential a resulting
from electing one (or some, or all) of the local vehicles as
carrier(s) for data destined to a specific downloader vehicle a. The
delivery potential is obtained as the sum of the individual contact
probabilities b, derived from assigning data for the downloader
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01 set equal to min

02 for each downloader vehicle a do
03 if a is in range of B do
04 if a is closer to B than previous direct downloaders do
05 select a as destination for direct transfer
06 select no vehicles as carriers for carry&forward transfer
07 set equal to ∞
08 done
09 else
10 for each production phase pk

Aa of a do
11 until all on-going local production phases are not processed do
12 update delivery potential k

Aa

13 update carriers list ¯k
Aa

14 done
15 if k

Aa is the highest potential computed for a do
16 set a equal to k

Aa

17 set ¯a equal to ¯k
Aa

18 done
19 done
20 if a is strictly higher than do
21 select a as destination for carry&forward transfer
22 select vehicles in ¯a as carriers for carry&forward transfer
23 set equal to a

24 done
25 done
26 done
Fig. 4. Pseudocode for carriers selection at AP B

01 get next on-going local production phase ph
Bb

02 set b equal to a random value ∈ (0, 1]
03 add b to delivery potential k

Aa

04 add b to carriers list ¯k
Aa

05 mark local production phase ph
Bb as processed

Fig. 5. Blind pseudocode for k
Aa, ¯k

Aa update

a to each elected local carrier b3. The process is repeated for
each known downloader car, and, in the end, the downloader
vehicle associated with the highest delivery potential is chosen
as the target of a carry&forward transfer through local carriers that
contributed to . Note that is a potential and not a probability:
indeed, can be higher than one to counter uncertainties in
probability estimates.

The framework for carriers selection run at a generic AP B is
shown as pseudocode in Fig. 4. There, priority is always given to
direct data transfers to downloader cars, and fairness among them
is provided by always picking the vehicle that is the closest to the
AP. The parameter min controls the minimum delivery potential
required to attempt cooperative download through local carriers.
The value of such parameter (line 01 in Fig. 4), together with
the way the delivery potential k

Aa associated to the downloader
production phase pk

Aa and its relative carriers list ¯k
Aa are updated

(lines 12 and 13 in Fig. 4), distinguish the following carriers
selection algorithms.

The Blind carriers selection algorithm aims at fully exploiting
the airtime available at APs, by delivering data to all available
local carriers whenever possible. This algorithm does not make
use of the contacts map, but randomly chooses a downloader car
as the destination of the data: we thus employ it as a benchmark
for the other schemes. The pseudocode for potential and carriers
list updating is outlined in Fig. 5, while min is set to 0, so that
cooperative download is always attempted when at least one local
carrier is present.

The p-Driven carriers selection algorithm is a probability-
driven version of the Blind algorithm above. It again tries to
exploit as much as possible the APs wireless resources, but this
time cooperative download destinations are selected according to
the delivery potential obtained from the contacts map.

3Thanks to the broadcast nature of the wireless channel, a single transmis-
sion is sufficient to transfer the same data to all elected local carriers.

01 get next on-going local production phase ph
Bb

02 get key k(ph
Bb, pk

Aa)
03 if a contacts map entry for such key exists do
04 get relative value {nopps, ncons, tdel, tdur}
05 set b equal to ncons

nopps

06 add b to delivery potential k
Aa

07 add b to carriers list ¯k
Aa

08 done
09 mark local production phase ph

Bb as processed
Fig. 6. p-Driven pseudocode for k

Aa, ¯k
Aa update

01 get next on-going local production phase ph
Bb

02 get key k(ph
Bb, pk

Aa)
03 if a contacts map entry for such key exists do
04 get relative value {nopps, ncons, tdel, tdur}
05 set b equal to ncons

nopps
06 if b is equal to or greater than ind do
07 add b to delivery potential k

Aa

08 add b to carriers list ¯k
Aa

09 done
10 done
11 mark local production phase ph

Bb as processed
Fig. 7. p-Constrained pseudocode for k

Aa, ¯k
Aa update

As a matter of fact, carry&forward data is consigned by each
AP to all available local vehicles, and destined to the downloader
vehicle which maximizes the sum of its contact probabilities with
all the local carriers, as detailed in the pseudocode of Fig. 6. We
stress that non-compatible production phases generate keys that
are not present in the contacts map, and are thus not considered
for cooperative download. As the p-Driven algorithm is designed
to exploit carry&forward whenever there is a minimal chance
of delivery, min is set to 0: this allows cooperative download
even in presence of very small delivery potentials. Exploiting
contacts maps, the p-Driven scheme is however expected to be
more precise than the Blind one in the selection of carriers.

The p-Constrained carriers selection algorithm builds on top
of the p-Driven scheme, adding constraints on probabilities, as
from the pseudocode in Fig. 7. In particular, local vehicles with
individual contact probability b lower than ind > 0 are not
considered for data carrying, and min is set to a value higher
than 0, so that downloader vehicles with delivery potential a

lower than min are discarded. Thanks to the lower bounds on
individual probability and delivery potential, the p-Constrained
algorithm is expected to further increase the delivery precision
and reduce the load at APs with respect to the p-Driven scheme.
However, quality could come at cost of quantity, as the thresholds
may hinder potentially successful cooperation among vehicles.

The (p,t)-Constrained carriers selection algorithm adds time
constraints to the probability bounds of the p-Constrained scheme.
It introduces a distributed database ¯a, maintained for each active
downloader vehicle a by APs in a same area, controlling what
portions of a’s airtime are assigned to which specific carriers4.
As shown in the pseudocode in Fig. 8, the (p,t)-Constrained
algorithm processes local vehicles b in decreasing order of contact
probability with the downloader car a, skipping those with
probability lower than ind (lines 02 to 16 in Fig. 8). Every time
the unprocessed local vehicle with maximum contact probability

max is processed, the algorithm exploits information on the
average time to contact (tdel) and contact duration (tdur) to
predict the time interval during which the local vehicle will meet

4We recognize that maintaining such database can pose synchronization
and consistency issues, whose management is out of the scope of this paper.
We however note that we do not require frequent updates or high accuracy in
¯a, since the update periodicity is in the order of seconds and errors in the
database are overshadowed by inaccuracy in the contact estimation.
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01 set max equal to ind

02 for each on-going local production phase ph
Bb do

03 if ph
Bb is marked as processed do

04 continue
05 done
06 get key k(ph

Bb, pk
Aa)

07 if a contacts map entry for such key exists do
08 get relative value {nopps, ncons, tdel, tdur}
09 set b equal to ncons

nopps
10 if b is equal to or greater than max do
11 set p equal to production phase ph

Bb

12 set v equal to production phase ph
Bb vehicle b

13 set max equal to b

14 done
15 done
16 done
17 if max is equal to ind do
18 mark all unmarked local production phases as processed
19 else
20 get key k(p, pk

Aa)
21 get relative value {nopps, ncons, tdel, tdur}

22 for each time step t ∈
h

⌊
t(p)+tdel ⌋, ⌊

t(p)+tdel+tdur ⌋
i

do
23 if max is lower than or equal to min − ¯a(t) do
24 add max to delivery potential k

Aa

25 add v to carriers list ¯k
Aa

26 set ¯a(t) equal to min {¯a(t) + max, min}
27 continue
28 done
29 done
30 mark local production phase p as processed
31 if k

Aa is equal to or greater than min do
32 mark all unmarked local production phases as processed
33 done
34 done
Fig. 8. (p,t)-Constrained pseudocode for k

Aa, ¯k
Aa update

the downloader car a. Then, it discretizes time with step , and
tries to fit the estimated contact probability max in one of the
time steps within the aforementioned time interval (lines 20 to 30
in Fig. 8).

The process is terminated when either the required delivery
potential max has been reached (lines 31 to 33 in Fig. 8), or
no more local vehicles are available (lines 17 to 19 in Fig. 8). In
the second case, the delivery potential constraint is not fulfilled,
as min is higher than zero, and thus no carriers can be selected
for the current production phase pk

Aa (see line 20 in Fig. 4). The
(p,t)-Constrained algorithm therefore employs information about
contact times to improve the delivery precision, reducing the data
carriers involved in the cooperative download.

B. Chunk scheduling

Upon selection of a destination for the carry&forward transfer,
jointly with the associated local carriers, an AP must decide on
which portion of the data the downloader is interested in is to
be transferred to the carriers. To that end, we assume that each
content is divided into chunks, i.e., small portions of data that can
be transferred as a single block from the AP to the carriers, and
then from the latter to the destination. Since a same chunk can be
transferred by one or multiple APs to one or more carriers, the
chunk scheduling problem yields a tradeoff between the reliability
(i.e., the probability that a downloader will receive at least one
copy of a chunk) and the redundancy (i.e., how many copies of
a same chunk are carried around the road topology) of the data
transfer. Next, we introduce three chunk scheduling schemes that
embody growing levels of redundancy, and that are thus intended
to provide increasing communication reliability.

The Global chunk scheduling assumes that APs maintain per-
vehicle distributed chunk databases, similar to the time databases

¯a introduced before5. These databases store information on
which chunks have already been scheduled for either direct or
carry&forward delivery to each downloader.

The Global scheme, whose flow diagram is depicted in
Fig. 9(a), completely distributes the chunk scheduling among
APs, since it forces an AP to pick a new, unscheduled chunk
every time it performs a direct or carry&forward transfer. In other
words, each chunk is scheduled for transfer just once in the entire
network. We stress that, even then, multiple carriers can be given
the same chunk, as carriers selection algorithms can (and usually
do) identify more than one vehicle for a single carry&forward
transfer.

The Hybrid chunk scheduling, in Fig. 9(b), allows overlapping
between carry&forward transfers scheduled by different APs.
Indeed, in case of a data transfer to carriers, an AP picks the first
chunk that it has not yet scheduled, ignoring the carry&forward
scheduling at the other APs. Conversely, non-overlapping schedul-
ing is still enforced for direct chunk transfers: every time it has to
deliver some portion of a content to a downloader, an AP always
selects a new chunk, not yet scheduled by any other AP in the
region. The Hybrid scheme is thus implicitly more redundant that
the Global one, as different APs independently delegate carriers
for a same data chunk. Also, note that the Hybrid scheme does not
need the aforementioned per-vehicle chunk databases. As a matter
of fact, it commends that overlapping is avoided only for direct
transfers, that however occur during contacts between APs and
the downloader vehicle: as a consequence, the chunk scheduling
history can be easily maintained at vehicles, and communicated
to the current AP at the beginning of the local production phase.

The Local chunk scheduling is similar to the Hybrid scheme,
since different APs can schedule the same chunks when delegating
data to carriers. However, as shown in Fig. 9(c), it also allows
overlapping between direct and carry&forward transfers. An AP
can thus directly transfer to a downloader within range chunks that
were already scheduled, but through a carry&forward delivery.
Namely, an AP can employ a direct transfer to a downloader car
to fill gaps in its chunk list. The Local scheduling is thus the
most redundant among the schemes we propose, trading some
cooperative download potential for increased reliability in data
delivery.

IV. EVALUATION SCENARIOS

In order to evaluate the cooperative download mechanisms
outlined in the previous sections, we consider several large-scale
vehicular traffic scenarios, that are representative of real-world
road topologies. We also take into account different deployments
of APs, that, as we will show, have a major impact on the
download performance.

A. Vehicular mobility
We selected real-world road topologies from the area of Zurich,

Switzerland, to assess the performance of the cooperative down-
load solutions presented in the previous sections. This choice
was mainly driven by the availability of large-scale microscopic-
level traces of the vehicular mobility in the region, from the
CS Department of ETH Zurich [27]. The simulation techniques
and mobility models employed to generate the traces allow to
reproduce vehicular movements over very large road topologies,

5The same observations on database maintenance apply here as well.
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Fig. 10. The road topologies considered in our study, representing urban (b), suburban (a,c), and rural (d) areas in the canton of Zurich, Switzerland

yet with a good degree of precision [28]. More precisely, the
traces replicate macroscopic patterns of real-world vehicular
traffic flows, made up of thousand of cars, as well as microscopic
behaviors of individual drivers in urban environments, such as
pauses at intersections that depend on roads capacity and conges-
tion. This macro- and micro-mobility realism is important in our
study, since, on the one hand, we exploit large-scale properties of
urban vehicular mobility in designing the cooperative download
system, and, on the other, realistic small-scale mobility is required
to reproduce vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-AP networking
interactions. We stress that the mobility traces we employed only
reproduce important traffic arteries in each scenario, while they
do not consider movements over minor streets. This, however,
does not impact our study, since the traffic over minor roads is
too sporadic to deserve the deployment of dedicated APs, and
does not provide significant opportunities for collaboration among
vehicles.

We focused on four scenarios, representing urban, suburban,
and rural areas within and nearby the city of Zurich. All the
areas considered cover surfaces between 15 and 20 km2, and
frame several tens of kilometers of major roads, whose layouts
are shown in Fig. 10. In particular, the Central Zurich scenario
reproduces the downtown of Zurich, and it is thus characterized
by dense traffic uniformly distributed over the road layout. The
West and North Zurich scenarios are representative of suburban
areas, where the traffic congestion is less evident than in the city
center, but still present over a few major freeways that attract
most of the vehicular mobility. Finally, the Schlieren scenario
portrays the street topology around a town not far from Zurich,
characterized by a sparse presence of vehicles over most roads in
the area.

B. AP deployment
The placement of APs over the urban road topology has a major

influence on the cooperative download architecture. In order to
capture such an effect, we extend our analysis by considering
diverse AP deployments over the different road topologies pre-
sented above. The goal of all the deployment strategies is to
position, along a road topology, a given number N of APs; in
our performance evaluation, we will discuss the impact of the
value of N as well.

Under the Random AP positioning scheme, each point of the
road topology has the same probability of being selected for the
deployment of an AP. The resulting placement may be considered

representative of a completely unplanned infrastructure [29], [30],
and it is used in our performance evaluation as a baseline for the
other deployment techniques. We emphasize that the results we
will present for the Random positioning scheme were obtained
by generating different deployments at each simulation run,
so to avoid biases due to more or less favorable random AP
distributions.

The Density-based AP deployment technique aims at max-
imizing the probability of direct data transfers from APs to
downloader vehicles. To that end, this techniques places the APs
at those crossroads where the traffic is denser. The rationale
behind such choice is that the volume of direct downloads is
proportional to the number of APs that a downloader vehicle
encounters during its movement through the road topology. Since
the identity of downloaders cannot be known in advance, the best
option is to deploy APs at those locations that a generic vehicle
will most probably visit along its route, i.e., the most congested
intersections.

The Cross volume-based AP placement is designed to favor
carry&forward transfers, by increasing the potential for collabo-
ration among vehicles. This technique exploits the predictability
of large-scale urban vehicular traffic flows, which are known to
follow common mobility patterns over a road topology [23], [24],
[25]. By studying such traffic dynamics, it is possible to determine
the way vehicular flows spread over the streets layout and employ
this information to guide the AP placement. In the remainder of
this section, we introduce the concept of cross volume and employ
it to determine the relative AP deployment strategy.

Let us imagine that the road topology is represented by a
graph where vertices are mapped to intersections and edges to
streets connecting them, as in Fig. 11. The graph is undirected,
and an edge exists even if the corresponding road is one-way.
Focusing on a particular edge i of the graph, we can track all
traffic leaving such edge6, in both directions, and draw a map of
how vehicular flows (measured in vehicles/s) from i unfold over
the road topology. We refer to these flows as the vehicular flows
generated at i. As an example, in Fig. 11, the dark grey arrows
depict flows generated at edge i. Different flows have different
size, in vehicles/s, represented by their associated number (values
in the example are only illustrative).

Let us now consider a generic edge k ̸= i, and isolate the

6Note that we do not make any assumption on the origin of the traffic, that
could thus be constituted of vehicles that started their trip from an intermediate
point of the road, or that had previously arrived from a different road.
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Fig. 11. Sample vehicular flows over a road topology graph. Flows generated
at edge i are dark grey, while those generated at j are light grey. Assuming
a travel time = 1 at all edges, the partial cross volume hk
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min{6, 4} + min{0, 0} = 4, while the crossing volume hij is 4 + 3 = 7

flows passing in strict sequence through i and k. In this case, we
distinguish the two directions of movement over k, and define
two traversing flows from i to k:

•
−→
fik , the vehicular flow generated at i and subsequently
traversing k in the → direction;

•
←−
fik , the vehicular flow generated at i and subsequently
traversing k in the ← direction.

We do not impose any rule in defining the two directions at k,
which, e.g., could be based on vertices numbering or geographical
coordinates. Our only concern is that, for each edge, the two
directions are unambiguously identified. Also, the direction at
i is not specified, and a traversing flow could have visited its
generating edge in any direction (including both of them, if flows
generated at i in opposite directions then merge at k in the same
direction).

Traversing flows at an edge k can be translated to traversing
volumes (measured in vehicles), by evaluating the average time
vehicles spend to travel over the entire road segment correspond-
ing to edge k. Also in this case, we can distinguish the two
directions of movement, and define the two travel times −→tk and
←−
tk , in the → and in the ← directions, respectively. Considering
again traversing flows from i, the two corresponding traversing
volumes are

−→vik =
−→
fik ·

−→
tk , ←−vik =

←−
fik ·

←−
tk

and represent the average number of vehicles that, having
already visited i during their trip, travel over k in the → and
← direction, respectively.

Let us now introduce a second group of flows, generated at
an edge j ̸= i, depicted in light grey in Fig. 11. The same
consideration we made for flows generated at i are valid, and,
picked an edge k ̸= j, we can compute the traversing volumes
from j to k, −→vjk and ←−vjk . By considering both sets of flows at
once, we can define the partial cross volume of i and j at k, as

hk
ij =

(

min
˘−→vik ,←−vjk

¯

+ min
˘←−vik ,−→vjk

¯

, if k ̸= i, k ̸= j

0, otherwise.

The partial cross volume hk
ij corresponds to the amount of

traffic from i and j that merges at edge k. We notice that hk
ij

only couples flows that travel on opposite directions over k, hence
the name of partial cross volume. The rationale is the following:
imagine one car that has visited edge i in its trip, and now enters
edge k in the → direction: such a car thus belongs to the −→fik

flow. Considering vehicles that come from edge j and now travel
over k, our car can generate two types of contacts:

• with the ←−vjk vehicles that travel in the opposite direction.
These contacts are certain, since u-turn are not allowed on
road segments connecting two adjacent intersections;

• with the −→vjk vehicles that travel in the same direction.
However, contacts are not certain in this case: the relative
speed is close to zero7 and contacts mostly depend on the
position of the −→vjk vehicles over k, when our car enters the
road segment. Indeed, even if it enters edge k while some
of the −→vjk vehicles are nearby, and thus generates contacts
with them, our car will only meet that very small fraction
of the overall −→vjk vehicles.

Since there are −→vik cars such as the one considered above,
we couple −→vik with ←−vjk , as these volumes correspond to certain
contacts, while we do not couple −→vik with −→vjk , as these volumes
have an unpredictable (and, in most cases, negligible) contribution
in terms of contacts. Such a coupling is performed by taking the
minimum between the two facing traffic volumes, which is that
imposing a more strict constraint on the number of encounters.

Finally, the concept of cross volume can be unbound from
intermediate edges and related to couples of roads only. If I is
the set of edges in the road topology graph, we define the cross
volume of i and j as

hij =

(

P

k∈I hk
ij , if i ̸= j

0, otherwise,
(1)

which implies that hij = hji ≥ 0, ∀i, j ∈ I . The cross volume
hij provides a measure of the potential for contact, and thus
cooperation, over the entire road network, among vehicles leaving
edges i and j. We can exploit such a measure to formalize the
problem of the AP deployment. Let us assume that there are
|I | > N roads in the topology: the problem becomes that of
picking N out of the |I | edges of the graph for AP deployment.
We associate to each edge i a binary decision variable xi:

xi =

(

1, if an AP is deployed on the road mapped to i

0, otherwise,

and refer to their vector as x =
n

x1, . . . , x|I|

o

. Since op-
portunities for cooperation between vehicles are proportional to
the crossing volume between each couple of edges, the APs
should be positioned so to maximize the sum of crossing volumes
between each pair of APs over the whole road topology. This
leads to the formulation of the following mixed-integer quadratic
programming (MIQP) problem:

max
x

f(x) =
1
2
x′Hx (2)

s.t. xi ∈ {0, 1} , ∀i ∈ I (3)
X

i∈I

xi ≤ N. (4)

Here, that in Eq. 2 is the objective function to be maximized,
with H =

˘

hij

¯

being a |I | × |I | matrix in , filled with the
crossing volumes computed for each couple of edges as in Eq. 1.
Also, Eq. 3 states that xi is a binary variable, ∀i ∈ I , whereas
Eq. 4 bounds the overall number of APs to be deployed to N .

By solving the optimization problem, we obtain an AP deploy-
ment that, as originally stated, augments the opportunities for
carry&forward transfers in the download process. We note that
this formulation solves the AP deployment problem from a large-
scale viewpoint, i.e., it allows to determine the roads where APs

7In the urban, suburban and rural scenarios we consider, the low speed
limits and the reduced number of lanes hinder overtakings. This is proved by
the fact that, in the scenarios in Sec. IV-A, we observed, on average, less than
one overtaking per vehicle and per trip.
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should be positioned. However, it does not specifies the exact
location of each AP over the selected roads. In Sec. V-B, we will
show that such small-scale deployment has a negligible impact
on the performance of the system.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We conducted an extensive simulation campaign aimed at
evaluating multiple aspects of cooperative download in non-
highway vehicular networks. The computational complexity of
the simulations, that reproduce the movement and network traffic
of several thousands of vehicles at a time, prevented the use
of a traditional network simulator, such as ns-2. Instead, we
developed a dedicated simulator [31], which employs the mobility
extracted from the Zurich traces, models a random access channel
contention, and implements all the cooperative download tech-
niques previously presented, but replaces the traditional packet-
level simulation with a more scalable chunk-level one, avoiding
the detailed reproduction of the entire network stack at each node.

In all our tests, a “best case” performance reference is provided
by an Oracle carriers selection algorithm. The Oracle scheme
assumes that APs have a perfect knowledge of the future trajec-
tories of all vehicles, in terms of both routes and timings. This
information is exploited during production phases at APs to fore-
see contacts between local and downloader vehicles, and thus to
pick carriers that are certain to later meet their target downloader
vehicle. The Oracle scheme exploits a per-downloader database,
identical to that employed in the (p,t)-Constrained algorithm,
to avoid that multiple carry&forward transfers are scheduled
at a same time for the same downloader vehicle. Also, since
vehicular contacts are known in advance, any redundancy in the
scheduling of chunks is pointless: thus, only one carrier can
be selected for the transfer of each carry&forward chunk, and
we always couple the Oracle algorithm with the non-redundant
Global chunk scheduling. Note that the Oracle carriers selection
algorithm is not optimal in that it does not take into account that
multiple carry&forward transfers can be scheduled at the same
time for different downloaders that are within transmission range
of each other. In such situation, since only one of the interfering
downloaders can receive its chunks, part of the data cannot be
delivered to the second downloader.

The main metrics we are interested in evaluating are:
• the download rate, i.e., the average file transfer speed

experienced by downloader vehicles traveling through the
scenario. Such rate is the aggregate of a direct rate, due
to direct data downloads from APs, and a cooperative rate,
due to carry&forward transfers. According to our simulation
settings, listed next, the maximum download rate achievable
by a vehicular user is 5 Mbps, which corresponds to the
case of a car continuously receiving data during its whole
trip through the simulation scenario;

• the undelivered chunk ratio, i.e., the average ratio of chunks
that are not delivered to a downloader vehicle, computed
over all those scheduled for that vehicle.

The system parameters were set for all simulations to δt = 5s,
δα = 45◦, δv = 5m

s , T = 500s, = 1s, min = 2.5, ind =
0.5. If not stated otherwise, an average of ten downloader cars is
present at the same time over the road topology, and a simple disc
model is considered for signal propagation, so to fulfill the low
complexity constraints imposed by the size of the simulations.
The net application-level data transmission rate over the wireless
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Fig. 12. Average cooperative download rate (top) and undelivery ratio
(bottom) for different carriers selection schemes, in the four road topologies

channel, during both production and forward phases, is assumed
equal to 5 Mbps for a transmission range of 100 m. The latter
values are consistent with the outcome of real-world experiments
on car-to-infrastructure [32] and car-to-car data transfers [33]. For
each simulation we performed one run to train the framework
(i.e., gather the data necessary to deploy the APs and to build the
contacts map at each APs), and ten runs to collect statistics. Each
run simulated around three hours of urban traffic, encompassing
various vehicular density conditions. For all results we measured
99% confidence intervals, reported as error bars in the plots.

A. Carriers selection and chunk scheduling
We first analyze the different carriers selection algorithms and

chunk scheduling techniques, detailed in Sec. III-A and Sec. III-
B. Since we are interested in a comparative evaluation of the
all these schemes, we select a particular AP deployment scenario
(6 APs positioned according to the Cross volume-based strategy),
and focus on the carry&forward download performance (as direct
downloads are not influenced by they way we select carriers or
chunks). We will consider different AP deployments, and study
their impact on direct download rates in Sec. V-B.

The average cooperative download rate, obtained from
carry&forward transfers, and the mean undelivery ratio are de-
picted in Fig. 12. There, we report the results obtained under
each road scenario by the different carrier selection scheme, when
coupled with a Global chunk scheduling. We can notice how the
Blind, p-Driven, p-Constrained, and (p,t)-Constrained algorithms
yield, in this order and throughout all road scenarios, decreasing
cooperative rates, as well as reduced undelivery ratios. Indeed,
increasing the precision of carry&forward transfers also implies
missing opportunities for vehicle-to-vehicle data exchanges.

The exact balance in the tradeoff between the cooperative
download rate and the delivery precision varies with the road
scenario. In suburban areas (West and North Zurich), a few major
freeways attract most of the traffic in the region. On the one hand,
such concentration results in a large number of vehicle-to-vehicle
contacts, and thus in higher cooperative rates with respect to other
scenarios. On the other hand, it favors inaccurate carriers selection
algorithms, such as the Blind one, over more precise schemes,
such as the p-Driven and p-Constrained ones: as a matter of fact,
even randomly selected cars have a high probability of traveling
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Fig. 13. Average AP load (top) and number of carriers ferrying a same chunk
(bottom) for different carriers selection schemes, in the four road topologies

on the same road, and thus to meet each other. In the rural
Schlieren scenario, the sparsity of traffic leads to reduced car-
to-car contacts and thus lower cooperative rates. Also, the higher
heterogeneity in the movement of vehicles, due to the absence
of traffic-gathering roadways, makes the Blind scheme extremely
imprecise in delivering chunks, with respect to contact map-based
ones. Finally, the urban Central Zurich scenario presents traffic
densities that are similar to those observable in the suburban areas,
but dynamics that are closer to those of the rural case: such
scenario thus yield high cooperative rates but undelivery ratios
that significantly vary under the diverse algorithms.

However, we can notice that, no matter the road scenario
considered, the (p,t)-Constrained carriers selection algorithm sig-
nificantly outperforms all the other solutions in terms of undeliv-
ery ratio. Indeed, the precision achieved by the (p,t)-Constrained
algorithm in the carry&forward chunk delivery is comparable to
that of the Oracle algorithm. Although this latter scheme attains
higher cooperative rates, we can state that the overall performance
of the (p,t)-Constrained algorithm is not too far from that obtained
through a perfect knowledge of future contacts among vehicles.

In Fig. 13, we also report, for the same combinations of
carriers selection algorithms and road scenarios, the average load
measured at the APs, i.e., the percentage of airtime used by an
AP to transfer data to carriers, and the mean number of carriers
ferrying a same chunk to a target downloader. From the plots it is
clear how more precise algorithms result in a lower AP load and
a smaller number of carriers per chunk. In other words, a higher
precision in the carry&forward delivery of chunks yields a lower
charge on the infrastructure and a reduced demand of resources
by cooperating vehicles.

The different chunk scheduling schemes are then compared, in
combination with every carriers selection algorithm, in Fig. 14.
For the sake of brevity, the results are aggregated over all
four road topologies: indeed, the same behaviors we previously
discussed for the diverse mobility scenarios were observed also
in this case. As a general comment, the increased redundancy
introduced by the Hybrid and Local chunk scheduling leads, as
one could expect, to lower cooperative rates but increased delivery
precision. On a per-carriers selection algorithm basis, however,
differences can be spotted. In particular, the Blind scheme suffers
a dramatic 50% reduction in the cooperative rate when redun-
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Fig. 15. Cooperative download rate / undelivery ratio working points for
different carriers selection schemes (left, with Global chunk scheduling) and
chunk scheduling algorithms (right, with (p,t)-Constrained carriers selection).
Results are averaged over all road topologies

dancy is increased in the chunk scheduling: indeed, scheduling
multiple times the same chunks impairs the major strength of the
Blind algorithm, i.e., the sheer number of unique chunks sent out
for randomly selected downloaders. Conversely, when coupled
with more redundant chunk schedulings, the algorithms based on
contact maps enjoy a significant reduction in the undelivery ratio
(from 35% to 65%, depending on the algorithm) at some smaller
cost (15% to 30%) in terms of cooperative rate.

To conclude our analysis on carriers selection and chunk
scheduling, we summarize the results in Fig. 15, showing the
working points of each technique in the download rate/undelivery
ratio space. The results, aggregated over all road topologies,
evidence the tradeoff between the download volume and the
reliability of the cooperative process. In particular, the non-linear
distribution of the working points, evidenced by the grey curves in
the plot, seem to indicate the (p,t)-Constrained carriers selection
with Global chunk scheduling as the combination that better
adapts to the different scenarios.

B. Impact of the AP deployment
The way the infrastructure is deployed can have a signifi-

cant impact on the performance of the cooperative download
framework. Thus, in this section, we evaluate how the strategy
employed for the AP placement and the number of fixed stations
influence the rates and undelivery ratios experienced by the
downloader vehicles. In the light of the results in the previous
section, we consider in the following a (p,t)-Constrained carriers
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Fig. 16. Download rates and undelivered chunks ratios for different road-
level placement policies, averaged over all road topologies
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Fig. 17. Average download rates (top) and undelivery ratio (bottom) for
different AP deployment strategies, in the four road topologies. Results refer
to the (p,t)-Constrained carriers selection scheme

selection with Global scheduling as our default configuration.
We initially demonstrate the negligible impact of the small-

scale deployment of APs under the Cross volume-based strategy
outlined in Sec. IV-B. To that end, we compare three policies for
the placement of APs over the roads resulting from the optimiza-
tion problem. The middle policy places an AP equidistant from the
intersections that end the selected road segment, the intersection
policy deploys an AP at the most crowded of such intersections,
while the random policy picks a random location over the selected
road segment. Fig. 16 shows that the relevance of road-level
deployment is minimal, as the three schemes achieve almost
identical download rate and undelivered chunk ratio. The only
notable difference is in that the intersection strategy favors direct
downloads and penalizes cooperative ones: indeed, crossroads are
characterized by high densities of slow vehicles, and placing APs
there favors AP-to-vehicle transfers. At the same time, however,
it deprives vehicles of transfer opportunities, since intersections
also represent network clustering points where car-to-car contacts
occur frequently [34], thus reducing the cooperative download
rate. We thus consider APs to be deployed at the intermediate
point of road segments, as this appears to bring a slight advantage
over the other policies in terms of aggregate rate.

The different AP deployment strategies discussed in Sec. IV-B
are compared in Fig. 17, in presence of 6 APs deployed in each
road scenario. It is clear that a Random AP deployment results in
the worst performance, as both the direct rate, i.e., the portion of
the total download rate due to chunks directly retrieved from APs,
and the cooperative rate, resulting instead from carry&forward
transfers, are lower than in the other strategies. The reduced
aggregate rate does not even bring an advantage in terms of
undelivery ratio, which is comparable to that obtained under
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Fig. 18. Average download rates (top) and undelivery ratio (bottom)
for different AP deployment strategies, under the diverse carriers selection
algorithms. Results are averaged over all road topologies

other deployments. Conversely, the Density-based and the Cross
volume-based AP placement lead to similar aggregate rates:
however, in the former the contribution of direct transfers is
significantly larger than in the latter, that instead mainly leverages
the cooperation among vehicles. Such result is consistent with the
objectives of the two strategies, that try to maximize, respectively,
vehicle-to-infrastructure and vehicle-to-vehicle contacts. Interest-
ingly, the Density-based strategy yields slightly higher undelivery
ratios with respect to the other deployments: as already discussed,
deploying APs at intersections renders many opportunistic con-
tacts among vehicles unusable for planned data exchanges, an
effect here exacerbated by the high densities of the junctions
selected by the Density-based deployment.

Focusing on the proportion between direct and cooperative
rates, we can observe that, depending on the road topology and
deployment scenario, the carry&forward contribution typically
varies between 35% and 60% of the total download rate, implying
a remarkable 50% to 120% speedup in the download. As far
as the road topologies are concerned, the same considerations
made in the previous sections hold for the overall rates and
undelivery ratios. Moreover, different scenarios do not appear to
induce significant differences in the relative performance of each
deployment, nor in terms of the proportion between direct and
cooperative rates.

One may wonder how different AP placements affect carriers
selection algorithms other than the (p,t)-Constrained one. In
Fig. 18 we can observe that the strategy adopted in the deployment
of the infrastructure has a very similar influence on all the
algorithms. The cooperative rates achieved by the diverse schemes
are consistent with those presented in the previous section, and
thus have an even higher impact on the aggregate rate, with
respect to the case of the (p,t)-Constrained algorithm studied
above. Such an improvement comes, however, at a high cost in
terms of undelivered chunks, with the exception of the Oracle
scheme, which is clearly favored by its preemptive knowledge of
future contacts.

Not only the position, but also the number of the APs can
impact the performance of the vehicular cooperative download.
In Fig. 19, we vary the number of APs deployed in each scenario,
and show the average rates and undelivery ratio attained under
the three AP placement strategies. Under a Random deployment,
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Fig. 19. Average download rates and undelivery ratio for a varying number of APs, under the diverse deployment strategies. Results refer to the (p,t)-
Constrained carriers selection scheme and are averaged over all road topologies
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Fig. 20. Average download rates and undelivery ratio for a varying number
of concurrent downloaders and 10 APs. Results refer to the (p,t)-Constrained
carriers selection scheme and are averaged over all road topologies

both direct and cooperative rates significantly increase as the
infrastructure becomes more pervasive. Additional APs imply a
higher number of direct transfer opportunities for the download-
ers, which explains the improved direct rate. Similarly, denser APs
are deployed closer to each other, making forward phases (i.e.,
contacts among vehicles) closer in time to production phases (i.e.,
contacts between vehicles and APs) and thus easier to predict.

The same behavior can be observed for the Density-based
strategy, which, however, shows a slower rates growth for high
numbers of APs. This is explained by the fact that, while in
the Random deployment each new AP has a similar impact on
the download process, in the Density-based case additional APs
are located at intersections characterized by decreasing vehicular
densities. Therefore, the rate gain brought by the presence of extra
APs tends to be lower and lower. In the case of APs positioned
according the Cross volume-based policy, the rates increase is
significantly lower than in the other cases. As a matter of fact,
the optimization problem behind this placement strategy struggles
to find new locations that guarantee an increase in the crossing
volumes, and thus picks positions that introduce very small gain
in the download process. That is, the same reasoning made for
the Density-based deployment holds, exacerbated, in the Cross
volume-based case.

Finally, it is interesting to note that, under all deployments, as
the number of APs grows the ratio between direct and cooperative
rates is either unchanged or slightly shifted in favor of the latter.
Moreover, the undelivery ratio remains constant. Thus, we can
conclude that the positive impact of carry&forward transfers on
the download process persists as the number of APs deployed on
the road topology varies.

C. Scalability in the number of downloaders
We evaluate the scalability of the cooperative download frame-

work by increasing the number of downloaders concurrently trav-
eling over each scenario, up to 50. This last value corresponds to a
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Fig. 21. PDF of the aggregate download rate for a varying number of con-
current downloaders (left, for the Density-based deployment) and associated
fairness (right). Results refer to the (p,t)-Constrained carriers selection scheme
in presence of 10 APs, and are averaged over all road topologies

stressed network, where the vehicles actively downloading large-
sized contents from the Internet jointly cover around one third
of the whole road surface with their transmission ranges. Such a
condition creates a significative contention for the channel, since
it is very probable for two downloaders to interfere with each
other, and thus impairs both direct and cooperative download.

This notwithstanding, in Fig. 20 we can observe that the system
scales quite well, as each of 50 simultaneous users experiences an
average aggregate rate that is only one half of the rate enjoyed by
a lone downloader. We can also notice that cooperative transfers
are affected more significantly than direct ones: since direct
transfers always have a higher priority over carry&forward ones,
the increasing presence of direct downloaders reduces the airtime
that APs can dedicate to carriers, thus limiting the exploitation
of the latter paradigm. The undelivery chunk ratio is instead
positively affected by the downloaders’ density: by increasing the
spectrum of targets, it is easier for the APs to find one downloader
that will encounter the local carriers with high probability.

D. Per-downloader performance analysis
One legitimate question at this point would be if these average

figures are representative of the experience of every downloader.
By looking at Fig. 21(a), the answer seems to be no. Indeed,
the cumulative distribution of the aggregate download rate shows
a significative unfairness among downloaders: as an example, in
presence of a Density-based AP deployment8 and 10 concurrent
downloaders, the least fortunate 30% of the downloaders gets a
goodput of at most 700 Kbps, while the top 30% can retrieve
the desired content at a rate that is at least four times higher.
To better capture such unfairness, in Fig. 21(b) we portray the
Jain’s fairness index associated to the distributions of Fig. 21(a).

8Similar results were obtained under the Cross volume-based deployment.
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Fig. 22. Scatterplot of the downloaded size versus the trip duration. Results
refer to the (p,t)-Constrained carriers selection scheme in presence of 10 APs,
and are averaged over all road topologies

We can notice that the index ranges between 0.5 and 0.7, i.e.,
low values that confirm the scarce equity with which the overall
download rate is distributed among downloaders. The number of
concurrent downloaders appears instead to have a minor impact
on the fairness, as it only induces a slight reduction of the index.

In order to understand the reason of the diverse download
experience of the different users, we first observe if there is
a correlation between the amount of downloaded data and the
duration of the trip of a vehicle, intended as the interval between
the instants at which the car enters and exits the road scenario.
The relative scatterplots are depicted in Fig. 22, where we also
report the line representing the maximum downloadable file size
per trip length, computed as the 5 Mbps data rate times the trip
duration. Interestingly, we can observe that download sizes close
to the maximum are attained by vehicles with short as well as
long trips. Moreover, downloaders engaged in medium-to-long
trips can have very different download experiences, resulting in
both very high and very low download sizes. Our conclusion is
that the duration of the trip is not the cause behind the unfairness
observed in the download performance of different users.

We then increase the level of detail of our analysis, and consider
not just the duration of a trip, but its exact trajectory. More
precisely, we record all the possible routes (i.e., ordered sequences
of roads) traveled by downloaders, and measure the average down-
load rates experienced by users on each route. Fig. 23(a) and 23(c)
show, for two sample scenarios9, the direct and cooperative rate
attained by vehicles traveling along the different routes, that are
ordered over the x axis, by decreasing aggregate download rate. It
appears now clear that the unfairness among downloaders is the
result of an unfairness among trajectories, as some routes allow
average rates of 3 Mbps or more, whereas others yield much
poorer (e.g., 500 Kbps or less) performance. It is interesting to
note that, no matter which AP deployment strategy and road sce-
nario are considered, the routes that guarantee the highest rates are
often those where carry&forward transfers are exploited the most.
On the other hand, cooperation is completely absent on those
trajectories that allow very low throughput. Fig. 23(b) and 23(d)
complement the previous results, showing which routes provide
higher download rates: the difference between lighter, thinner low-
rate trajectories and darker, thicker high-rate ones is even more
evident. We can therefore state that there are routes that are more
keen to take advantage from a cooperative download framework,
and others that are less so. Moreover, we also found a moderate
positive correlation between the carry&forward download rate and

9Similar results, omitted for the sake of brevity, were obtained for all others
combinations of AP deployment strategies and road topologies.
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Fig. 23. Extract of per-route analysis results, referring to the Density-based
AP deployment in North Zurich (top) and to the Cross volume-based AP
deployment in Central Zurich (bottom): in both cases, we report the average
direct and cooperative rates over the possible vehicular trajectories, that are
ordered by decreasing aggregate rate (left), and the download rates over
the road topology, where darker and thicker lines represent road segments
with higher aggregate rates. All results refer to the (p,t)-Constrained carriers
selection scheme in presence of 10 APs

Scenario Density Cross volume
West Zurich 0.74 0.75
Central Zurich 0.57 0.64
North Zurich 0.59 0.63
Schlieren 0.42 0.60

TABLE I
CORRELATION BETWEEN THE COOPERATIVE RATE AND VEHICULAR

DENSITY CHARACTERIZING A SAME ROAD, IN DIFFERENT SCENARIOS

the vehicular density that characterize a same road segment, as
shown in Tab. I: this suggests that it is over routes where the
traffic is denser that cooperation among vehicles brings the highest
advantage, thanks to a wider range of opportunistic contacts that
can be leveraged for data transfers.

Our conclusion is that, if use of the carry&forward paradigm
is judiciously limited to selected trafficked routes, cooperation
among vehicles can provide significative and consistent incre-
ments in the download rates experienced by users traveling along
such trajectories. The results in Fig. 23 indicate that, in such
situations, one could expect typical gains in the order of 50% to
120% with respect to the case where only direct transfers from
APs are considered.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OPEN PROBLEMS

We presented a complete study of cooperative download in ur-
ban vehicular environments. We identified and proposed solutions
to the problems of carriers selection and chunk scheduling, and
extensively evaluated them. The main contribution of this work
lies in the demonstration that vehicular cooperative download in
urban environments can bring significant download rate improve-
ments to users traveling on trafficked roads in particular.
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Since our study is, to the best of our knowledge, the first of
its kind, a number of research directions remain to be explored
before cooperative downloading systems can be deployed in urban
areas. First, a more thorough exploration of the chunk scheduling
problem is needed, so to identify potential optimal working points
in the reliability/redundancy tradeoff. Second, an analysis of
the management of control messages related to the cooperative
download over the access and backbone networks is required,
so to unveil the scalability limits of the signalization phase and
identify solutions to overcome them. Third, more efficient AP
deployment strategies could be designed, leveraging our discovery
that routes exhibit different levels of fitness to the cooperative
download process.
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